2007 chevy cobalt exhaust system diagram

Genuine factory chevrolet cobalt ls l4 22 exhaust components oem parts diagram. Exhaust
system kit chevrolet cobalt 22l l4 exhaust emission exhaust system kit. Get confidence with this
high standard oe quality purchase which is perfect for those who want to perform a long lasting
exhaust system repair. Magnaflow exhaust system for cobalt g5 Fast and affordable shipping
order now. Parts fit for the following vehicle options. Walker kit click info for full list of
components. No parts for vehicles in selected markets. Exhaust system troubles can affect both
the performance of your chevy cobalt and your safety so they really cannot be ignored. That
attaches to the collector of the header and then the 2 bolt flange bolts to the exhaust system.
Ark nii exhaust system cobalt sssc. Equip cars trucks suvs with chevrolet cobalt exhaust flange
gasket from autozone. Chevy cobalt forum cobalt reviews cobalt ss cobalt parts chevy cobalt
engine mods exhaust diagram 1likes. Parts like exhaust system are shipped directly from
authorized gm dealers and backed by the manufacturers warranty. Ark chevy cobalt ss nii
exhaust system smn chevy cobalt ss nii exhaust system. How to install an exhaust system
duration. In case even one link in this chain is weak or broken your cars exhaust system can
turn into a dangerous mechanism toxic gases including odorless carbon monoxide can enter
the cabin. Chevy cobalt replacement exhaust kit by ap exhaust. We have the best products at
the right price. Cobalt Wire Diagram Wiring Diagram. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post
Home. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel.
About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. Entering your vehicle information in our year make
model selector up top helps ensure you get an auto part that fits your car truck or other type of
vehicle. Clamp exhaust system attaching select vehicle options to narrow down result.
Chevrolet cobalt supercharged engine upgrade kit. Chevrolet cobalt exhaust manifold. Get
confidence with this high standard oe quality purchase which is perfect for those who want to
perform a long lasting exhaust system repair. Chevrolet cobalt performance air intake. Chevy
cobalt ls lt single canister ss cat back exhaust system with single rear exit by dc sports. View by
part no. We have worked hard to design a site that caters to everyones chevy cobalt exhaust
system needs. Parts questions home chevrolet cobalt exhaust system parts found for chevrolet
cobalt fuel system exhaust emission system exhaust system. Chevrolet cobalt underhood liner.
Chevrolet cobalt cat back exhaust system. Genuine factory chevrolet cobalt ls l4 22 exhaust
components oem parts diagram. Page 1 of 2. Chevrolet cobalt exhaust upgrade systems.
Chevrolet cobalt exhaust tip. And then the 2 bolt flange bolts to the exhaust system. Cobalt
Wiring Harness Wiring Library. C Wiring Diagrams Wiring Library. Post a Comment. Chevy
cobalt replacement exhaust kit by ap exhaust. Share this post. Newer Post Older Post Home.
Subscribe to: Post Comments Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah
Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. See the Back button â€”
blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The contact owns
a Chevrolet Cobalt. The contact stated that strong fuel fumes emitted outside of the vehicle. The
contact noticed fuel leaking from the top of the fuel tank onto the ground. Additionally, the
vehicle was not registered in any of the states listed in the recall. The vehicle was not repaired.
The manufacturer was notified. The approximate failure mileage was , Add Complaint. My family
and I were riding in the car, when suddenly there was a awful gas odor. The vehicle was taken to
the dealer, where I was told my life was in danger and they did not want me to drive the car. The
fuel pump had to be ordered. Also, the ignition lock cylinder was replaced, due to the vehicle
not starting at times My Cobalt first showed signs of leaking fuel in the summer of I took it to
get inspected and was told I needed my fuel line purge solenoid replaced. I did so, but the
leaking did not stop. Then, on 30 December I got it reinspected and was told there is actually a
crack in my fuel tank and that the tank needs to be replaced. There is currently a recall for my
make and model of vehicle, but it is only for vehicles manufactured in certain states. I looked up
my VIN and my vehicle was not made in any of the states listed, but the conditions match the
recall details exactly. I believe my tank should be replaced as part of the existing recall. After
driving my car it had a strong smell of gas so I parked in my driveway and found a puddle of gas
in front of the rear driver side tire. I looked under the car and saw that the gas line coming from
the fuel filter was corroded and leaking from a strap. I was very concerned because the exhaust
is about 2 inches away from this fuel leak. My fuel efficiency went from 34mpg highway to
26mpg highway so I know I was leaking fuel while driving. My flex tube on the exhaust system
also broke around miles. It's the part in between the exhaust manifold and the cat converter.
Daughter drives vehicle to college. Smelling gas and noticed drops underneath car. Per
mechanic it looked like coming from fuel pump and was told to take to dealer for extended
safety bulletin , cracked plastic supply port fuel pump. Dealer states that is not it and it is the
filler neck of fuel tank. Needs to be replace its plastic"? This car is getting out of control
expensive and this problems is also a well known issue that is not addressed by GM. Online
there are scores of people with same issue. A fuel tank should not break, period. Car is

worthless to sell after ignition recall anyway. Car has a hard yank after coming to a stop and
starting off. Knocking noise coming from rear of car since day one of purchase. Vibration in
accelerator and gear shifter. Lights on interior of car dashboard goes on and off. Problem still
happening today and the tsm was replaced as well, as they always say they cannot duplicate
the problem. Check engine light has never came on at anytime the problem happened. It
happens after car is driven and heated up. Only happened when long trip over 50 miles, now
since ignition has been changed on call back. Problems has worsened lights on and off,
transmission hard shift when driving short trips as well as a constant vibration. Knocking
coming from gas tank side of car was mainly during cooler weather now happened when day
was above 90 degrees. Electrical problem with vehicle I think and has caused many problems
and even deaths. Do not think it was keys ignition. I seriously think is in the entire electrical
system. Problem should of been fixed when 1st reported, but they only reset the trans
computer. Crack on my fuel tank crack causing gasoline to leak out and fumes to enter my car. I
feel that there is some problem on control of speed. So I searched the internet there is more
recall on that model on the fuel pump and other, but they refuse to replace for me. So I called
GM, they said there is no recall on my car, I don't know why" information I searched from the
internet said that the wrong computer program, connection, coded keys anti-theft function will
affect the car from starting. They never check that and told me to paid for changing the fuel
pump. What should I do" I have no car to use over one week. I was driving at about 35mp and it
felt like my right rear brakes was sticking like they where stuck, then I was driving and it the car
didn't want to move I push all the way to the floor with the gas pedal and it still wouldn't move,
so I put it back into park, try again the it went in reverse. Only got one letter which was for the
ignition switch. Started smelling a strong odor of gas inside and out of my car to where I would
smell of gas when I drove my car, looked on line for any problems concerning this issue and
saw that their had been a recall on the fuel pump in I believe it was, anyway I did not receive a
notice for called GM explained what was going on they made arrangements to have my car
towed to a dealership to be repaired which it was well, a day in a half later my check engine light
comes on which it hasn't in the past I try to call GM numerous times and leave messages no
one returns my calls. I take it back to dealer they put it on machine come out say your tank is
filling up with a vapor your going to have to leave it we have to remove the tank. I get a call
couple days later they replaced my recalled ignition switch but my gas tank has a crack. I go up
there with my sister and after lengthy discussion I was told that the crack was a defect on the
manufacturer end, it's up to me to get it fixed so, I point blank asked shouldn't they be recalled
if it's a defect and I was told yes they should but they won't because they have to much going
on right now with everything else. My opinion I just think it's just sad that someone has to get
hurt before anyone will take responsibility for their mistake. Consumer writes in regards to
ignition switch recall. The consumer stated the current actions being taken to remedy the
situation were inadequate at best. The consumer did not feel safe driving the vehicle. Also, the
gas tank had to be replaced due to a leak caused by a defective seal, that was recalled. The
consumer had the seal replaced, prior to the recall. However she was denied reimbursement,
because the work was not performed at a GM dealership. The blower motor was replaced
multiple times, due to it causing a leak on the passenger side of the vehicle. The car had the fuel
module and tank replaced in October they said it was not a recall and covered it under my
powertrain 3 days before it went out. I just got the car back from the ignition recall and the air
bag on passenger doesn't work they claim its something different, the gas is draining from the
car again, it smells like gas. I am assuming that the fuel line again has broke, and the fuel
module and tank will be soon behind it. Last time they told me the car had the potential to blow
up. I have had problems from beginning. We never received recall notice. I had to pull over as
fast as I could to keep us from crashing. I was never notified of a recall on this vehicle by notice
only by the failure of this vehicle. The car was brought in and serviced. Problem 2 I have had
with this vehicle: The mechanic told me where I get my oil changed that there was a recall on
Cobalt for that problem, so I researched it only to be told there was "no recall" so to speak on
my VIN - -my mother was told there was again no recall that matched my VIN number the Chevy
Cobalt had to have the fuel pump replaced because it was leaking gas. Additionally, the fuel
injector was replaced as well because it's also part of that recall and the one that was on the car
was cracked and leaking. This could have caused more than a fire--it could have blown up while
I was driving. On to the third recall- low the current recall, , is now showing for your VIN and we
are sending out notices this week with more specific information. The door handle on the driver
side has all but fallen off, out of warranty again the dealer and was told there were no recalls, so
around turns and corners my car gets loud. Don't even let me get started the upholstery in this
vehicle because water alone stains it. I also found that it was very possible the airbag situation
was due to the electrical problems as well hence the faulty ignition kill switch. I first started

noticing a strong smell of gasoline when I filled my car up and parked it in my garage. I look
under the vehicle to see if there was a fuel leak because of how strong the smell was. I didn't
see anything so I was thinking maybe it was a one time thing like I had spilled some gas on the
car when I filled up. I again noticed the same thing two weeks later when I filled up. It happens
every time I fill up the car. I can even smell gas order in a open air parking lot when I walk by my
car. I took the car into the Chevy dealer I bought if from because of a service bulletin csc where
the plastic supply or return port on the fuel pump cracks and leaks fuel or fuel vapors. Fuel
vapors, in the presence of an ignition source, could potentially cause a vehicle fire. So since
this is my only source of transportation I took if in to get looked. The dealership said that this
repair was already done to my vehicle before they sold it to me. I told them that the smell is so
bad that I have to air out my garage before I started my car because I'm worried out it. The
dealer service rep. Told me that I would have to pay to fix the part that was replaced if it was
cracked again! I don't see why it's my fault that the part that they replaced may still be defective
and I have to pay out of my pocket. The guy really didn't seem to care that this is a safety
related condition that could cause a possible fire. I just spoke to GM about it and was told yes
that I would have to pay to have my car inspected and if the same fuel line is cracked that I
would have to pay. No help, but I shouldn't have to air out my garage every time I fill up before I
start it because of a possible fire hazard. The GM rep. I spoke to on the phone said that when I
get the letter for the ignition recall I should mention it to them again. The contact was refueling
the vehicle and noticed that once the fuel tank became half full, the fuel began to spill. The
vehicle was repaired. The manufacturer was notified of the issue. Car smelled of gas so I had it
checked out and found out that it was a gas leak. I went online to see how much it would cost to
repair. As I typed in gas leak in car of Cobalt how much to fix, a page came up on about how
much it would cost and then a it also and questions and answer on the website. One of the
question was the same exact question I wanted to ask so I opened it and found out that it was a
recall on the gas leak issue. I then called the chevey customer service line to inquire about the
recall. They said they was no gas leakeage recall for the Chevy Cobalt. I explained to him the
issue I had with my car and he wanted to transfere me to the dealer. I told him I spoke with him
already and he said it would cost me anywhere from dollars depending on was the issue. I said
online said there was a recall on the gas leak issue and since I brought my car used I don't
know if it was brought in the states that had the recall. He asked me for a recall number which at
the time I didn't have. I then went back on line to do more research and found out that it did
have a recall and it said the Chevy would fix the fuel pump module free of charge. How do I get
them to fix my car without a charge since there was a recall on fuel pump module or reinburst
me for the I had to pay a mechanic to fix the gas leak. Can you please help me! I can smell a
strong gasoline odor while driving and even when the car is parked. I called GM and they said to
take it to the nearest GM dealer to have it looked at as there might be something cracked and it
would be fixed free of charge. I took it to our nearest GM dealer and they checked it out but said
there is no recall on it for this car. I am scared the car is going to start on fire because no one
can figure out where the smell is coming from. Or worse yet get carbon monoxide poisoning!
The fuel module return fuel line as referenced in the recall numbered 12V had broken off the
module and leaked fuel at the some point on my way home from work in the St louis metro area.
I live in belleville, il. I am writing about the recall for the Chevy Cobalt that I own. Plastic parts
connected to the fuel pump, could crack especially if exposed to high temperatures, and if the
crack gets large enough, fuel could leak out of the vehicle and cause a fire. I am concerned
because this is a regional recall, and only covers 07 Cobalt"S originally sold, or currently
registered in AZ, ca, fl, nv, or tx, because GM says its warranty data indicates that the problem
is far more common in hot-weather states. I bought my Cobalt brand new in 07 from a mi dealer
and immediately drove it to edwards air force base ca, in the mojave desert. This is one of the
hottest places in America. My plastic fuel pump has been exposed to higher temperatures than
most Cobalt? S anywhere, yet I am not eligible for the safety recall because it was not originally
sold or registered in ca. This is a serious and dangerous oversight. With the safety recall, all
recalled vehicles must be repaired, regardless of whether a problem has appeared, and there is
no time limit on the repair, and that is what I should be entitled to. If I take my Cobalt to the
dealer under the? Plus, this? Why would you give a free replacement fuel pump to a person who
bought a Cobalt in ca and moved to mi, where they are probably not in any danger of a fire. But
not to a person who bought in mi, now lives in ca and has the danger of a fire. Don"T allow GM
to ignore vehicles like mine when they get these selective geographical recalls. I called GM
customer service twice, but they don't seem very interested in this predicament. For my safety, I
want my fuel pump replaced for free. Fuel tank cracked, damaged, and tampered with, stated
from service department at dealer. I bought it brand new and never had any fuel system work
done. Leaks large amounts of fuel on the ground and in passenger cabin, causing a odor of fuel

inside the car. Quick Links. See also: Service Manual. Table of Contents. Seats and Restraint
Systems Front Seats. Rear Seats. Safety Belts. Child Restraints. Airbag System. Restraint
System Check. Features and Controls Doors and Locks. Theft-Deterrent Systems. Starting and
Operating Your Vehicle. Storage Areas. Instrument Panel Instrument Panel Overview. Climate
Controls. Warning Lights, Gages, and. Audio System s. Driving Your Vehicle Your Driving, the
Road, and Your. Page 2 Service and Appearance Care Litho in U. Part No. If this is done, it can
help you learn about the features and controls for the vehicle. Pictures and words work together
in the owner manual to explain things. A notice tells about something that can damage the
vehicle. Page 6 These are some examples of symbols that may be found on the vehicle Page 8
Section 1 Airbag System The sudden movement could startle and confuse you, or make you
push a pedal when you do not want to. To raise the seat, move the lever upward repeatedly until
the seat is at the desired height. To lower the seat, move the lever downward repeatedly until
the seat is at the desired height. The switches are located on the instrument panel above the
climate control system. Press the side of the switch with the double indicator lights to turn on
the heated seat at the highest setting. Page 13 To return the seatback to an upright position, do
the following: 1. Lift the lever fully without applying pressure to the seatback and the seatback
will return to the upright position. Push and pull on the seatback to make sure it is locked. This
position reduces the chance of a neck injury in a crash. Pull the head restraint up to raise it. In a
sudden stop or crash, the person sitting there could be injured. After you have used it, be sure
to push rearward on an easy entry seat to be sure it is locked. To lower the rear seatback, follow
these steps: 1. Open the trunk and pull one or both of the small handles located in the center of
the trunk. Page 17 To raise the rear seatback, lift it up and push rearward until you hear a click.
Push and pull on the seatback to be sure it is locked into place. That could cause injury to the
person sitting there. It also tells you some things you should not do with safety belts. Page 19 In
most states and in all Canadian provinces, the law says to wear safety belts. Here is why: They
work. You never know if you will be in a crash. If you do have a crash, you do not know if it will
be a bad one. Page 20 Put someone on it. Get it up to speed. Then stop the vehicle. The rider
does not stop. Page 21 The person keeps going until stopped by or the instrument panel In a
real vehicle, it could be the windshield With safety belts, you slow down as the vehicle does.
You get more time to stop. You stop over more distance, and your strongest bones take the
forces. That is why safety belts make such good sense. You may be an excellent driver, but if
you are in an accident â€” even one that is not your fault â€” you and your passengers can be
hurt. Being a good driver does not protect you from things beyond your control, such as bad
drivers. Here is how to wear it properly. Close and lock the door. Adjust the seat so you can sit
up straight. Page 25 6. To make the lap part tight, pull up on the shoulder belt. It may be
necessary to pull stitching on the safety belt through the latch plate to fully tighten the lap belt
on smaller occupants. The lap part of the belt should be worn low and snug on the hips, just
touching the thighs. Page 26 What is wrong with this? The shoulder belt is too loose. It will not
give nearly as much protection this way. In a crash, you would move forward too much, which
could increase injury. Page 27 What is wrong with this? The lap belt is too loose. In a crash, you
could slide under the lap belt and apply force at your abdomen. Page 28 What is wrong with
this? The belt is buckled in the wrong place. In a crash, the belt would go up over your
abdomen. Page 29 What is wrong with this? The shoulder belt is worn under the arm. It should
be worn over the shoulder at all times. In a crash, your body would move too far forward, which
would increase the chance of head and neck injury. Page 30 What is wrong with this? The belt is
twisted across the body. In a crash, you would not have the full width of the belt to spread
impact forces. The belt should go back out of the way. Before you close the door, be sure the
belt is out of the way. If you slam the door on it, you can damage both the belt and your vehicle.
Like all occupants, they are more likely to be seriously injured if they do not wear safety belts. A
pregnant woman should wear a lap-shoulder belt, and the lap portion should be worn as low as
possible, below the rounding, throughout the pregnancy. Accident statistics show that unbelted
people in the rear seat are hurt more often in crashes than those who are wearing safety belts.
Rear passengers who are not safety belted can be thrown out of the vehicle in a crash. Page 34
2. Push the latch plate into the buckle until it clicks. Pull up on the latch plate to make sure it is
secure. When the shoulder belt is pulled out all the way, it will lock. If it does, let it go back all
the way and start again. Page 35 The lap part of the belt should be worn low and snug on the
hips, just touching the thighs. In a crash, this applies force to the strong pelvic bones. And you
would be less likely to slide under the lap belt. If you slid under it, the belt would apply force at
your abdomen. Rear Safety Belt Comfort Guides Rear shoulder belt comfort guides may provide
added safety belt comfort for older children who have outgrown booster seats and for some
adults. When installed on a shoulder belt, the comfort guide positions the belt away from the
neck and head. Page 37 2. Slide the guide under and past the belt. The elastic cord must be

under the belt. Then, place the guide over the belt and insert the two edges of the belt into the
slots of the guide. The person wearing the belt could be seriously injured. The shoulder belt
should go over the shoulder and across the chest. These parts of the body are best able to take
belt restraining forces. Page Safety Belt Pretensioners Safety Belt Pretensioners Your vehicle
has safety belt pretensioners for the driver and right front passenger. Although you cannot see
them, they are part of the safety belt assembly. They help tighten the safety belts during the
early stages of a moderate to severe frontal and near frontal crash if the threshold conditions
for pretensioner activation are met. What is the proper way to wear safety belts? An older child
should wear a lap-shoulder belt and get the additional restraint a shoulder belt can provide.
Here two children are wearing the same belt. The belt can not properly spread the impact forces.
In a crash, the two children can be crushed together and seriously injured. A belt must be used
by only one person at a time. Here a child is sitting in a seat that has a lap-shoulder belt, but the
shoulder part is behind the child. If the child wears the belt in this way, in a crash the child
might slide under the belt. This includes infants and all other children. Neither the distance
traveled nor the age and size of the traveler changes the need, for everyone, to use safety
restraints. In fact, the law in every state in the United States and in every Canadian province
says children up to some age must be restrained while in a vehicle. A baby does not weigh
much â€” until a crash. During a crash a baby will become so heavy it is not possible to hold it.
Airbags plus lap-shoulder belts offer protection for adults and older children, but not for young
children and infants. Page 46 What are the different types of add-on child restraints? Page 48 A
rear-facing infant seat B provides restraint with the seating surface against the back of the
infant. The harness system holds the infant in place and, in a crash, acts to keep the infant
positioned in the restraint. A booster seat can also help a child to see out the window. Page 52
Your vehicle has a rear seat that will accommodate a rear-facing child restraint. This system is
designed to make installation of a child restraint easier. A top tether anchor is built into the
vehicle. The top tether attachment B on the child restraint connects to the top tether anchor in
the vehicle in order to reduce the forward movement and rotation of the child restraint during
driving or in a crash. Lower Anchor : Seating positions with two lower anchors. Rear Seat Each
rear seating position has two exposed metal lower anchors in the crease between the seatback
and the seat cushion. To assist you in locating the top tether anchors, the top tether anchor In a
crash, the child could be seriously injured or killed. Page 57 CAUTION: Children can be
seriously injured or strangled if a shoulder belt is wrapped around their neck and the safety belt
continues to tighten. Secure any unused safety belts behind the child restraint so children
cannot reach them. Pull the shoulder belt all the way out of the retractor to set the lock, if your
vehicle has one, after the child restraint has Page 58 2. If the child restraint manufacturer
recommends that the top tether be attached, attach and tighten the top tether to the top tether
anchor, if equipped. Refer to the child restraint instructions and the following steps: 2. Find the
top tether anchor. Push and pull the child restraint in different directions to be sure it is secure.
Page 60 3. Buckle the belt. Make sure the release button 4. Pull the rest of the shoulder belt all
the way is positioned so you would be able to unbuckle out of the retractor to set the lock. Page
61 5. To tighten the belt, push down on the child restraint, pull the shoulder portion of the belt to
tighten the lap portion of the belt, and feed the shoulder belt back into the retractor. A rear seat
is a safer place to secure a forward-facing child restraint. See Where to Put the Restraint on
page In addition, if your vehicle has a passenger airbag status indicator, your vehicle has the
passenger sensing system. Page 63 CAUTION: Continued If you need to secure a
forward-facing child restraint in the right front seat, always move the front passenger seat as far
back as it will go. It is better to secure the child restraint in a rear seat. If you need to secure a
forward-facing child restraint in the right front seat position, move the seat as far back as it will
go before securing Page 64 2. Put the child restraint on the seat. The child restraint instructions
will show you how. Make sure the release button is positioned so you would be able to
unbuckle the safety belt quickly if you ever had to. Page 65 6. Page Airbag System Airbag
System Your vehicle has a frontal airbag for the driver and a frontal airbag for the right front
passenger. Your vehicle may also have roof-mounted side impact airbags. Roof-mounted side
impact airbags are available for the driver and the passenger seated directly behind the driver
and for the right front passenger and the passenger seated directly behind that passenger. And,
for some unrestrained occupants, frontal airbags may provide less protection in frontal crashes
than more forceful airbags have provided in Airbags plus lap-shoulder belts offer the best
protection for adults, but not for young children and infants. Page 70 If your vehicle has a
roof-mounted side impact airbag for the driver and the person seated directly behind the driver,
it is located in the ceiling above the side windows. If your vehicle has a roof-mounted side
impact airbag for the right front passenger and the person directly behind that passenger, it is
located in the ceiling above the side windows. Do not put anything between an occupant and an

airbag, and do not attach or put anything on the steering wheel hub or on or near any In an
impact of sufficient severity, the airbag sensing system detects that the vehicle is in a crash.
Some components of the airbag module â€” Additional windshield breakage may also occur
from the right front passenger airbag. Page 77 CAUTION: Continued If you need to secure a
forward-facing child restraint in the right front seat, always move the front passenger seat as far
back as it will go. When the passenger sensing system has allowed the airbag to be enabled,
the on indicator will light and stay lit to remind you that the airbag is active. There are parts of
the airbag system in several places around your vehicle. Your dealer and the service manual
have information about servicing your vehicle and the airbag system. Page 81 Adding
Equipment to Your Airbag-Equipped Vehicle Is there anything I might add to the front or sides
of the vehicle that could keep the airbags from working properly? Page Restraint System Check
Restraint System Check Checking the Restraint Systems Now and then, make sure the safety
belt reminder light and all your belts, buckles, latch plates, retractors and anchorages are
working properly. Look for any other loose or damaged safety belt system parts. If you see
anything that might keep a safety belt system from doing its job, have it repaired. A damaged
restraint system may not properly protect the person using it, resulting in serious injury or even
death in a crash. To help make sure your restraint systems are working properly after a crash,
have them inspected and any necessary replacements made as Page Onstar Section 2 Mirrors
They could operate the power windows or other controls or even make the vehicle move. The
children or others could be badly injured or even killed. Do not leave the keys in a vehicle with
children. Page Operation At times you may notice a decrease in range. This is normal for any
RKE system. Page 90 The following functions may be available if your vehicle has the RKE
system. Remote Vehicle Start : If your vehicle has this feature, the engine may be started from
outside the vehicle using the RKE transmitter. These exterior lamps will stay on for 20 seconds,
or until a door is opened. The battery is weak if the transmitter will not work at the normal range
in any location. If you have to get close to your vehicle before the transmitter works, it is
probably time to change the battery. Page 93 2. Remove the battery and replace it with the new
one. Use one three-volt, CR, or equivalent, type battery. Snap the front and back together tightly
so moisture will not get inside the transmitter. Page 94 Remote Start : If your vehicle has the
remote start feature, the RKE transmitter will have a button with this symbol on it. To start the
vehicle using the remote start feature, do the following: 1. Aim the transmitter at the vehicle.
When a door is locked, the handle will not open it. You increase the chance of being thrown out
of the vehicle in a crash if the doors are not locked. The automatic door locking feature cannot
be disabled. Page Lockout Protection To set the locks, do the following: 1. Insert the key into
the security lock slot and turn it so the slot is in the horizontal position. Close the door. When
you want to open a rear door when the security lock is on, do the following: 1. Page Trunk Trunk
To release the trunk lid from the outside, use the key or the remote keyless entry transmitter, if
equipped. You cannot see or smell CO. They can be overcome by the extreme heat and suffer
permanent injuries or even death from heat stroke. Never leave a child, a helpless adult, or a pet
alone in a vehicle, especially with the windows closed in warm or hot weather. Page Manual
Windows Manual Windows If your vehicle has manual windows, use the window crank to open
and close each window. The visors can also be detached from the center mount and swung to
the side to cover the windows. If the system is armed and the trunk is opened using the trunk
release button on the transmitter, the system will temporarily disarm itself and re-arm when the
trunk has been closed. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: 1. Page If the
engine still does not start, and the key appears to be undamaged, try another ignition key. At
this time, you may also want to check the fuse, see Fuses and Circuit Breakers on page If the
engine still does not start with the other key, your vehicle needs service. Page Notice: Using a
tool to force the key from the ignition switch could cause damage or break the key. Use the
correct key and turn the key only with your hand. Make sure the key is all the way in. If it is, turn
the steering wheel left and right while you turn the key hard. You may not be able to start your
vehicle if the battery is allowed to drain for an extended period of time. Page Retained
Accessory Power Rap 3. Remove the key. Have your vehicle serviced at your GM dealer as soon
as possible. Your engine will not start in any other position -- this is a safety feature. Page
Engine Coolant Heater Notice: Cranking the engine for long periods of time, by returning the
key to the START position immediately after cranking has ended, can overheat and damage the
cranking motor, and drain the battery. Wait at least 15 seconds between each try, to allow the
cranking motor to cool down. Turn off the engine. Open the hood and unwrap the electrical
cord. For the 2. Page Automatic Transaxle Operation Automatic Transaxle Operation If your
vehicle has an automatic transaxle, the shift lever is located on the console between the seats.
There are several different positions for the automatic transaxle. It is the best position to use
when you start your engine because your vehicle cannot move easily. The repairs would not be

covered by your warranty. Be sure the engine is not running at high speeds when shifting your
vehicle. Then, slowly let up on the clutch pedal as you press the accelerator pedal. For vehicles
with the 2. For vehicles equipped with an armrest, lift the console armrest in order to access the
parking brake lever. To set the parking brake, hold the brake pedal down and pull up on the
parking brake lever. If the ignition is on, the brake system warning light will come on. Your
vehicle can roll. If you have left the engine running, the vehicle can move suddenly. Do not park
over papers, leaves, dry grass, or other things that can burn. It contains the gas carbon
monoxide CO , which you cannot see or smell. It can cause unconsciousness and death. But if
you ever have to, here are some things to know. Page Mirrors Mirrors Manual Rearview Mirror If
your vehicle has this mirror, it has a lever located at the bottom of the mirror. The lever is used
to change the mirror from the day to the night position. To reduce glare from headlamps behind
you while driving at night, pull the lever toward you. To adjust a mirror, use the arrows located
on the four-way control pad to move the mirror in the desired direction. If your airbags deploy,
the system is designed to make an automatic call to OnStar Emergency advisors who can
request emergency services be sent to your location. Hands-Free Calling may also be linked to
a Verizon Wireless service plan, depending on eligibility. Page Sunroof Convenience Net Your
vehicle may have a convenience net. You will see it inside the back wall of the trunk. Put small
loads behind the net. It can help keep them from falling over during sharp turns or quick starts
and stops. Page The main components of your instrument panel are the following: A. Side
Window Outlets. See Climate Control System on page Air Outlets. See Outlet Adjustment on
page They also let police know you have a problem. To tilt the wheel, pull down the lever. Then
move the wheel to a comfortable position, pull up the lever to lock the wheel in place. These
positions allow you to signal a turn or a lane change. To signal a turn, move the lever all the way
up or down. Page Flash-To-Pass Flash-to-Pass This feature lets you use your high-beam
headlamps to signal a driver in front of you that you want to pass. Windshield Wipers Use this
lever, located on the right side of the steering wheel, to operate the windshield wipers. Page
Windshield Washer The windshield wipers will stop after one wiping cycle. If you want
additional wiping cycles, hold the lever down longer. Damaged wiper blades may prevent you
from seeing well enough to drive safely. To avoid damage, be sure to clear ice and snow from
the wiper blades before using them. This can really help on long trips. SETâ€” Set : Press this
button to set a speed and to decrease the speed. To set a speed do the following: 1. Page
Headlamps Headlamps The lever on the left side of the steering column operates the exterior
lamps. The exterior lamp switch has the following four positions: Headlamps : Turn the switch
to this position to turn on the headlamps, parking lamps, and taillamps. Parking Lamps : Turn
the switch to this position to turn on the parking lamps and taillamps only. Page Wiper
Activated Headlamps Wiper Activated Headlamps This feature activates the headlamps and
parking lamps after the windshield wipers are turned on. For this feature to work, automatic
lighting must be enabled. See Headlamps on page for additional information. When the ignition
is turned off, the wiper-activated headlamps will immediately turn off. Page Fog Lamps Fog
Lamps If equipped, the fog lamp button is located on the instrument panel, to the left of the
steering wheel. The ignition must be on to turn your fog lamps on. Push the button to turn the
fog lamps on. An indicator light on the cluster will come on when the fog lamps are on. Off :
Move the lever to this position to turn the lamp off, even when a door is opened. Door : Move
the lever to this position to turn the lamp on whenever a door is opened. On : Move the lever to
this position to turn the dome lamp on. Page Battery Run-Down Protection The battery can be
discharged at idle if the electrical loads are very high. This is true for all vehicles. This is
because the generator alternator may not be spinning fast enough at idle to produce all the
power that is needed for very high electrical loads. Page Ashtray S And Cigarette Lighter
Certain electrical accessories may not be compatible with the accessory power outlet and could
result in blown vehicle or adapter fuses. If you experience a problem, see your dealer for
additional information on the accessory power outlet. Notice: Adding any electrical equipment
to your vehicle may damage it or keep other components from working as they should. Page
Climate Controls Climate Controls Climate Control System With this system you can control the
heating, cooling, and ventilation for the vehicle. Vehicles with Air Conditioning shown, without
Air Conditioning similar Operation To change the current mode, select one of the following:
Vent : This mode directs air to the instrument panel outlets. Page Recirculate : Press this button
to prevent outside air and odors from entering the vehicle or to help heat or cool the air inside
the vehicle more quickly. An indicator light above the button will come on in this mode. The air
conditioning compressor also comes on. Page Defogging and Defrosting Fog on the inside of
windows is a result of high humidity moisture condensing on the cool window glass. This can
be minimized if the climate control system is used properly. There are two modes to clear fog or
frost from the windshield and side windows. Page Outlet Adjustment The rear window defogger

will turn off about 15 minutes after the button is pressed. If turned on again, the defogger will
only run for about seven minutes before turning off. If the vehicle is moving faster than 50 mph
80 kph , the rear defogger will stay on. Page 3. The pictures will help you locate them. Warning
lights and gages can signal that something is wrong before it becomes serious enough to cause
an expensive repair or replacement. Page Instrument Panel Cluster Instrument Panel Cluster
Your instrument panel cluster is designed to let you know at a glance how your vehicle is
running. You will know how fast you are going, about how much fuel is left in the tank, and
many other things you will need to drive safely and economically. You can set a Trip A and Trip
B odometer. This would only occur if the passenger airbag is enabled. Page Passenger Airbag
Status Indicator If the airbag readiness light stays on after you start the vehicle or comes on
when you are driving, your airbag system may not work properly. Have your vehicle serviced
right away. Page Charging System Light If, after several seconds, all status indicator lights
remain on, or if there are no lights at all, there may be a problem with the lights or the
passenger sensing system. See your dealer for service. CAUTION: If the off indicator and the
airbag readiness light ever come on together, it means that something may be wrong with the
airbag system. When this light comes on, you should shift to the next higher gear if weather,
road, and traffic conditions allow you to. This light is located in your instrument panel cluster to
the left of the tachometer. Page Anti-Lock Brake System Warning Light When the ignition is on,
the brake system warning light will also come on when you set your parking brake. The light will
stay on if your parking brake does not release fully. If it stays on after your parking brake is fully
released, it means you have a brake problem. If this happens you should pull over and turn off
the engine as soon as possible. See Engine Overheating on page for more information. Notice:
Driving with the engine coolant temperature warning light on could cause your vehicle to
overheat. Page Notice: If you keep driving your vehicle with this light on, after awhile, your
emission controls may not work as well, your fuel economy may not be as good, and your
engine may not run as smoothly. This could lead to costly repairs that may not be covered by
your warranty. Page Have you recently changed brands of fuel? If so, be sure to fuel your
vehicle with quality fuel. See Gasoline Octane on page Poor fuel quality will cause your engine
not to run as efficiently as designed. Page Oil Pressure Light Oil Pressure Light If you have a
low engine oil pressure problem, this light will stay on after you start your engine, or come on
when you are driving. This indicates that your engine is not receiving enough oil. The engine
could be low on oil, or could have some other oil problem. Fog Lamp Light If equipped, the fog
lamps light will come on when the fog lamps are in use. The light will go out when the fog lamps
are turned off. Page Boost Gage Here are four things that some owners ask about. This gage is
automatically centered at zero every time the ignition is turned to RUN. Actual vacuum or boost
is displayed from this zero point. Changes in ambient pressure, such as driving in mountains
and changing weather, will slightly change the zero reading. The button functions are detailed in
the following. Information Modes Information : Press this button to scroll through the following
vehicle information modes: Outside Air Temperature and Odometer Press the information
button until the outside Press and hold the reset button while ECON is displayed to reset the
average fuel economy. To acknowledge a message and clear it from the display, press and hold
any of the DIC buttons. Under severe conditions, hot ambient temperatures, steep grades, and
towing, your vehicle may experience more transaxle shifting. This is temporary and normal
under these conditions. This does not require engine or transaxle service. Have the cooling
system serviced by your dealer as soon as possible. See Engine Coolant on page for more
information. Page To change feature settings, use the following procedure: Entering
Personalization Menu 1. Turn the ignition on while the vehicle is stopped. To avoid excessive
drain on the battery, it is recommended that the headlamps are turned off. Press and hold the
information and reset buttons at the same time for one second, then release to enter the
personalization menu. Page Audio System S Audio System s Determine which radio your
vehicle has and then read the pages following to familiarize yourself with its features. Driving
without distraction is a necessity for a safer driving experience. See Defensive Driving on page
Then, when driving conditions permit, you can tune to your favorite radio stations using the
presets and steering wheel controls if the vehicle has them. Notice: Before adding any sound
equipment to your vehicle, such as an audio system, CD player, CB radio, mobile telephone, or
two-way Page Setting The Time With Date Display To change the time default setting from 12
hour to 24 hour, press the clock button and then the pushbutton located under the forward
arrow label. Once the time 12H and 24H are displayed, press the pushbutton located under the
desired option to select the default. Page To set the time and date, follow these instructions: 1.
Turn the radio on. Press the MENU button. Once the clock option is displayed. Press the
pushbutton located under that label. Turn this knob clockwise or counterclockwise to increase
or decrease the volume. The radio goes to the previous volume setting whenever the radio is

turned on. The volume can still be adjusted by using the volume knob. The player pulls it in and
the CD should begin playing. If the ignition or radio is turned off with a CD in the player, it stays
in the player. Press the right SEEK arrow to go to the next track. If either SEEK arrow is held or
pressed multiple times, the player continues moving backward or forward through the CD.
When the temperature returns to normal, the CD should play. When the road becomes
smoother, the CD should play. You might need to make additional volume adjustments from the
portable device. BAND: Press this button to listen to the radio while a portable audio device is
playing. The selection displays. Tune : Turn this knob to select radio stations. Page FAV
Favorites : A maximum of 36 stations can be programmed as favorites using the six
pushbuttons positioned below the radio station frequency labels and by using the radio
favorites page button FAV button. Press the FAV button to go through up to six pages of
favorites, each having six favorite stations available per page. Continue pressing to highlight
the desired label, or press the pushbutton positioned under the desired label. Turn the tune
knob clockwise or counterclockwise to adjust the highlighted setting. Page Radio Messages
Calibration Error: The audio system has been calibrated for your vehicle from the factory. As
each new track starts to play, the track number displays. The CD player can play the smaller 3
inch 8 cm single CDs with an adapter ring. Full-size CDs and the smaller CDs are loaded in the
same manner. Page For the Six-Disc CD player, press and hold the eject button for two seconds
to eject all discs. Tune : Turn this knob to select tracks on the CD currently playing. The CD
remains inside the radio for future listening. This is not an audio output; do not plug the
headphone set into the front auxiliary input jack. You can however, connect an external audio
device such as an iPod, laptop computer, MP3 player, CD changer, or cassette tape player, etc.
Pressing the CAT category button toggles between compressed and uncompressed audio
format. Page Change playlists by using the previous and next folder buttons, the tuner knob, or
the seek buttons. The player pulls it in, and the CD-R should begin playing. To eject the CD-R
that is currently playing, press and release this button. A beep will sound and Ejecting Disc
displays. Once the disc is ejected, Remove Disc displays. The CD-R can be removed. You will
hear sound at a reduced volume. Page To change from playback by artist to playback by album,
press the pushbutton located below the Sort By label. From the sort screen, push one of the
buttons below the album button. Press the pushbutton below the back label to return to the
main music navigator screen. Page Radio Reception Radio Reception You may experience
frequency interference and static during normal radio reception if items such as cellphone
chargers, vehicle convenience accessories, and external electronic devices are plugged into the
accessory power outlet. If there is interference or static, unplug the item from the accessory
power outlet. Store them in their original cases or other protective cases and away from direct
sunlight and dust. The CD player scans the bottom surface of the disc. If the surface of a CD is
damaged, such as cracked, broken, or scratched, the CD will not play properly or not at all.
Please start with a very important safety device in your vehicle: Buckle up. Page Drunken
Driving Drunken Driving Death and injury associated with drinking and driving is a national
tragedy. It is the number one contributor to the highway death toll, claiming thousands of
victims every year. Page According to the American Medical Association, a lb 82 kg person who
drinks three 12 ounce ml bottles of beer in an hour will end up with a BAC of about 0. Page But
the ability to drive is affected well below a BAC of 0. Research shows that the driving skills of
many people are impaired at a BAC approaching 0. All drivers are impaired at BAC levels above
0. They are the brakes, the steering, and the accelerator. All three systems have to do their work
at the places where the tires meet the road. Some people drive in spurts â€” heavy acceleration
followed by heavy braking â€” rather than keeping pace with traffic. This is a mistake. The
brakes may not have time to cool between hard stops. The brakes will wear out much faster if
you do a lot of heavy braking. Page Let us say the road is wet and you are driving safely.
Suddenly, an animal jumps out in front of you. You slam on the brakes and continue braking.
Here is what happens with ABS: A computer senses that wheels are slowing down. If one of the
wheels is about to stop rolling, the computer will separately work the brakes at each wheel.
Page Braking In Emergencies Remember: ABS does not change the time you need to get your
foot up to the brake pedal or always decrease stopping distance. If you get too close to the
vehicle in front of you, you will not have time to apply your brakes if that vehicle suddenly slows
or stops. This is especially useful in slippery road conditions. The system operates only if it
senses that one or both of the front wheels are spinning or beginning to lose traction. If the
transaxle shift lever is in any position other than LOW L and the warning light stays on after
your parking brake is fully released, it means there is a problem with the system. Page Steering
Tips The electric power steering system does not require regular maintenance. Steering Tips It
is important to take curves at a reasonable speed. Maintain a reasonable, steady speed. Wait to
accelerate until you are out of the curve, and then accelerate gently into the straightaway. If the

level of the shoulder is only slightly below the pavement, recovery should be fairly easy. Ease
off the accelerator and then, if there is nothing in the way, steer so that your vehicle straddles
the edge of the pavement. If you can see a sign up ahead that might indicate a turn or an
intersection, delay your pass. A broken center line usually indicates it is all right to pass,
providing the road ahead is clear. Reconsider before passing the next vehicle. Page Racing Or
Other Competitive Driving If your vehicle starts to slide, ease your foot off the accelerator pedal
and quickly steer the way you want the vehicle to go. If you start steering quickly enough, your
vehicle may straighten out. Always be ready for a second skid if it occurs. One reason is that
some drivers are likely to be impaired â€” by alcohol or drugs, with night vision problems, or by
fatigue. Here are some tips on night driving. Glare at night is made much worse by dirt on the
glass. Page It is always wise to go slower and be cautious if rain starts to fall while you are
driving. The heavier the rain, the harder it is to see. Even if your windshield wiper blades are in
good shape, a heavy rain can make it harder to see road signs and traffic signals, pavement
markings, the edge of the Page Hydroplaning Hydroplaning is dangerous. So much water can
build up under your tires that they can actually ride on the water. This can happen if the road is
wet enough and you are going fast enough. When your vehicle is hydroplaning, it has little or no
contact with the road. And be especially careful when you pass another vehicle. Allow yourself
more clear room ahead, and be prepared to have your view restricted by road spray. Get a city
map and plan your trip into an unknown part of the city just as you would for a cross-country
trip. Drive at the same speed most of the other drivers are driving. Treat the left lane on a
freeway as a passing lane. They will be ready and willing to help if you need it. Are all windows
clean inside and outside? If you drive regularly in steep country, or if you are planning to visit
there, here are some tips that can make your trips safer and more enjoyable. Your brakes will
have to do all the work of slowing down. They could get so hot that they would not work well.
You would then have poor braking or even none going down a hill. Also see Tires on page Page
What is the worst time for this? Wet ice. Very cold snow or ice can be slick and hard to drive on.
But wet ice can be even more trouble because it may offer the least traction of all. Page Whether
your vehicle has ABS or not, you will want to begin stopping sooner than you would on dry
pavement. Without ABS, if you feel your vehicle begin to slide, let up on the brakes a little. Push
the brake pedal down steadily to get the most traction you can. Page You can run the engine to
keep warm, but be careful. This can cause deadly CO carbon monoxide gas to get inside. CO
could overcome you and kill you. You cannot see it or smell it, so you might not know it is in
your vehicle. Let the heater run for a while. Then, shut the engine off and close the window
almost all the way to preserve the heat. Start the engine again and repeat this only when you
feel really uncomfortable from the cold. That will clear the area around the front wheels. Page 4.
The GVWR includes the weight of the vehicle, all occupants, fuel, and cargo. Page Towing If you
put things inside your vehicle â€” like suitcases, tools, packages, or anything else â€” they will
go as fast as the vehicle goes. If you have to stop or turn quickly, or if there is a crash, they will
keep going. Page Recreational Vehicle Towing Recreational Vehicle Towing Recreational
vehicle towing means towing your vehicle behind another vehicle â€” such as behind a
motorhome. Page Dinghy Towing You may dinghy tow your vehicle from the front following
these steps: 1. Set the parking brake. Turn the ignition key to ACC to unlock the steering wheel.
Also, repairs would not be covered by the warranty. Never have your vehicle towed from the
rear. Dolly Towing Your vehicle cannot be dolly towed, but can be dinghy towed. Trailering is
different than just driving your vehicle by itself. Trailering means changes in handling,
acceleration, braking, durability and fuel economy. Page You can ask your dealer for our
trailering information or advice, or you can write us at: Chevrolet Motor Division Customer
Assistance Center P. Page Weight of the Trailer Tongue The tongue load A of any trailer is an
important weight to measure because it affects the total or gross weight of your vehicle. The
Gross Vehicle Weight GVW includes the curb weight of the vehicle, any cargo you may carry in
it, and the people who will be riding in the vehicle. See Loading Your Vehicle on page Then be
sure you do not go over the GVW limit for your vehicle, including the weight of the trailer
tongue. Page Driving with a Trailer Towing a trailer requires a certain amount of experience.
Before setting out for the open road, you will want to get to know your rig. Acquaint yourself
with the feel of handling and braking with the added weight of the trailer. And always keep in
mind that the vehicle you are driving is now a good deal longer and not nearly as responsive as
your vehicle is by itself. Page Making Turns Notice: Making very sharp turns while trailering
could cause the trailer to come in contact with the vehicle. Your vehicle could be damaged.
Avoid making very sharp turns while trailering. When you are turning with a trailer, make wider
turns than normal. Page When towing under severe conditions such as hot ambient
temperatures or steep grades, your vehicle may experience more transaxle shifting. This alerts
the driver that the shifting mode is in progress and is aiding engine cooling. Let up on the brake

pedal. Page Service Service Your dealer knows your vehicle best and wants you to be happy
with it. We hope you will go to your dealer for all your service needs. You will get genuine GM
parts and GM-trained and supported service people. We hope you will want to keep your GM
vehicle all GM. Before attempting to do your own service work, see Servicing Your
Airbag-Equipped Vehicle on page You should keep a record with all parts receipts and list the
mileage and the date of any service work you perform. If the octane rating is less than 87, you
may notice an audible knocking noise when you drive, commonly referred to as spark knock.
See the underhood emission control label. Page Fuels In Foreign Countries Gasolines
containing oxygenates, such as ethers and ethanol, and reformulated gasolines may be
available in your area. To help avoid injuries to you and others, read and follow all the
instructions on the pump island. Turn off your engine when you are refueling. Fuel can spray
out on you if you open the fuel cap too quickly. This spray can happen if your tank is nearly full,
and is more likely in hot weather. Static electricity discharge from the container can ignite the
gasoline vapor. You can be badly burned and your vehicle damaged if this occurs. Pull the
interior hood release lever with this symbol on it. Then go to the front of the vehicle and push
the secondary hood release lever to the left. Page A. Engine Oil Fill Cap. Engine Oil Dipstick Out
of View. Page When you open the hood on the 2. Page Engine Oil A. Windshield Washer Fluid
Reservoir. Engine Oil Dipstick. But you must use the right kind. This section explains what kind
of oil to use. Page However, not all synthetic oils will meet this GM standard. Notice: If you use
oils that do not have the GMM Standard designation, you can cause engine damage not covered
by your warranty. This is based on engine revolutions and engine temperature, and not on
mileage. Based on driving conditions, the mileage at which an oil change will be indicated can
vary considerably. Page After changing the engine oil, the system must be reset as follows: 1.
Turn the ignition to RUN, with the engine off. Press the information and reset buttons on the DIC
at the same time to enter the personalization menu. Page Hydraulic Clutch Hydraulic Clutch The
hydraulic clutch linkage in your vehicle is self-adjusting. This system does not have its own
reservoir. See Brakes on page for more information. Plain water, or some other liquid such as
alcohol, can boil before the proper coolant mixture will. With plain water or the wrong mixture,
your engine could get too hot but you would not get the overheat warning. See Engine
Compartment Overview on page for more information on location. CAUTION: Turning the surge
tank pressure cap when the engine and radiator are hot can allow steam and scalding liquids to
blow out and burn you badly. Page Checking Intercooler System Coolant 2. Coolant contains
ethylene glycol, and it will burn if the engine parts are hot enough. Do not spill coolant on a hot
engine. Be sure the cap is properly and tightly secured. The coolant surge tank pressure cap
must be fully installed on the coolant surge tank. If you get an engine coolant temperature
warning, but see or hear no steam, the problem may not be too serious. Page Cooling System If
the warning continues and you have not stopped, pull over, stop, and park your vehicle right
away. If there is still no sign of steam, you can idle the engine for three minutes while you are
parked. If you still have the warning, turn off the engine and get everyone out of the vehicle until
it cools down. Page 2. Electric Engine Cooling Fans B. Intercooler System Pressure Cap C.
Keep hands, clothing, and tools away from any underhood electric fan. Do not touch them. If
you do, you can be burned. Do not run the engine if there is a leak. If you run the engine, it
could lose all coolant. Failure to follow this procedure could cause your engine to overheat and
be severely damaged. If you have not found a problem yet, check to see if coolant is visible in
the coolant surge tank. Then keep turning the pressure cap slowly, and remove it. If the level is
below the line, add additional coolant to bring the level up to the line. With the coolant surge
tank pressure cap off, start the engine and let it run until you can feel the upper radiator hose
getting hot. Watch out for the engine cooling fan. By this time, the coolant level inside the
coolant surge tank may be lower. Page Brakes Brakes Brake Fluid The brake master cylinder
and, on manual transaxle vehicles, the clutch hydraulic system use the same reservoir. See
Engine Compartment Overview on page for the location of the reservoir. See Recommended
Fluids and Lubricants on page That could lead to an accident. When you hear the brake wear
warning sound, have your vehicle serviced. Notice: Continuing to drive with worn-out brake
pads could result in costly brake repair. Its many parts have to be of top quality and work well
together if the vehicle is to have really good braking. Your vehicle was designed and tested with
top-quality GM brake parts. Be sure to use the following steps to do it safely. Page Notice: If you
leave your radio or other accessories on during the jump starting procedure, they could be
damaged. Always turn off your radio and other accessories when jump starting your vehicle.
Page The remote negative ground terminal, marked GND , is located behind the engine coolant
surge tank. People have been hurt doing this, and some have been blinded. Be sure the battery
has enough water. You do not need to add water to the battery installed in your new vehicle.
And do not connect the negative cable to the negative terminal on the dead battery because this

can cause sparks. Page Notice: If the jumper cables are connected or removed in the wrong
order, electrical shorting may occur and damage the vehicle. Always connect and remove the
jumper cables in the correct order, making sure that the cables do not touch each other or other
metal. The aim has been preset at the factory and should need no further adjustment However,
If the vehicle is damaged in an accident, the headlamp aim may be affected and adjustment may
be necessary. Page The adjustment screw can be turned with a 6 mm socket wrench. To adjust
the vertical aim on the headlamps, do the following: 1. Open the hood. See Hood Release on
page for more information. Locate the aim dot on the lens of the low-beam headlamp. At the wall
measure from the ground upward A to the recorded distance from Step 3 and mark it. Draw or
tape a horizontal line B on the wall the width of the vehicle at the height of the mark in Step 4.
Page Bulb Replacement 9. Make sure that the light from the headlamp is positioned at the
bottom edge of the horizontal tape line. The lamp on the left A shows the correct headlamp aim.
The lamp on the right B shows the incorrect headlamp aim. Sidemarker C. Headlamp To replace
one of these bulbs, do the following: 1. Remove the two hex bolts from the headlamp assembly.
Pull the headlamp assembly up on an angle and towards the radiator to remove it. Disconnect
the bulb base from the wiring harness by lifting the plastic locking tab. To replace a headlamp
bulb, do the following: 7. Pull the bulb assembly down to access the bulbs. Remove the bulb by
pulling it straight out. Install a new bulb. Align the tabs in the bulb assembly with the assembly
in the trunk lid. Push the bulb assembly back into place until it snaps in. Pull the old bulb out of
the socket. Reverse Steps 1 through 4 to reinstall the taillamp assembly. Open the trunk. See
Trunk on page for more information. Locate the back-up lamp bulb assembly in the trunk lid.
Remove the bulb socket by turning it counterclockwise. Remove the two screws holding each of
the license plate lamps. Turn and pull the license plate lamp toward you through the opening.
Turn the bulb socket counterclockwise and pull the bulb straight out of the socket. See
Scheduled Maintenance on page for more information on wiper blade inspection. Replacement
blades come in different types and are removed in different ways. For proper type and length,
see Normal Maintenance Replacement Parts on page Page Tires Tires Your new vehicle comes
with high-quality tires made by a leading tire manufacturer. If you ever have questions about
your tire warranty and where to obtain service, see your GM Warranty booklet for details. These
tires are designed for very responsive driving on wet or dry pavement. The examples below
show a typical passenger vehicle tire and a compact spare tire sidewall. The TIN shows the
manufacturer and plant code, tire size, and date the tire was manufactured. The TIN is molded
onto both sides of the tire, although only one side may have the date of manufacture. Page B
Tire Ply Material: The type of cord and number of plies in the sidewall and under the tread. C
Aspect Ratio: A two-digit number that indicates the tire height-to-width measurements. Page
Cold Tire Pressure: The amount of air pressure in a tire, measured in pounds per square inch
psi or kilopascals kPa before a tire has built up heat from driving. Curb Weight: This means the
weight of a motor vehicle with standard and optional equipment including the maximum
capacity of fuel, oil, and coolant, but without passengers and cargo. Page Normal Occupant
Weight: The number of occupants a vehicle is designed to seat multiplied by lbs 68 kg.
Occupant Distribution: Designated seating positions. Outward Facing Sidewall: The side of an
asymmetrical tire that has a particular side that faces outward when mounted on a vehicle.
Ratings are determined by tire manufacturers using government testing procedures. The ratings
are molded into the sidewall of the tire. See Uniform Tire Quality Grading on page Sustained
high-speed driving causes excessive heat build up and can cause sudden tire failure. You could
have a crash and you or others could be killed. Any time you notice unusual wear, rotate your
tires as soon as possible and check wheel alignment. Also check for damaged tires or wheels.
Page Winter tires with the same speed rating as your original equipment tires may not be
available for H, V, W, Y, and ZR speed rated tires. Page Different Size Tires And Wheels Different
Size Tires and Wheels If you add wheels or tires that are a different size than your original
equipment wheels and tires, this may affect the way your vehicle performs, including its
braking, ride and handling characteristics, stability, and resistance to rollover. Additionally, if
your vehicle has electronic systems such as, anti-lock brakes, traction control, and electronic
stability control, the performance Page Uniform Tire Quality Grading Uniform Tire Quality
Grading Quality grades can be found where applicable on the tire sidewall between tread
shoulder and maximum section width. Sustained high temperature can cause the material of the
tire to degenerate and reduce tire life, and excessive temperature can lead to sudden tire failure.
Page Each new wheel should have the same load-carrying capacity, diameter, width, offset and
be mounted the same way as the one it replaces. If you need to replace any of your wheels,
wheel bolts, or wheel nuts, replace them only with new GM original equipment parts. They can
damage your vehicle because there is not enough clearance. Tire chains used on a vehicle
without the proper amount of clearance can cause damage to the brakes, suspension, or other

vehicle parts. If air goes out of a tire, it is much more likely to leak out slowly. The vehicle can
slip off the jack and roll over or fall on you or other people. The following information will tell
you how to use the jack and change a tire. Removing the Spare Tire and Tools The equipment
you will need is located in the trunk. Cover B. Retainer C. Spare Tire D. Wing Nut E. Jack and
Wheel Wrench F. Bolt 3. Remove the retainer B that holds down the spare tire. See Compact
Spare Tire on page for more information. Remove the spare tire C by gently pulling it up and out
of the trunk. Page Uplevel Models 1. Lift the trunk liner to access the spare tire and tools.
Retainer B. Jack and Wheel Wrench C. Foam Support E. Remove the retainer A that holds down
the jack, wheel wrench B and spare tire C. Remove the spare tire by gently pulling it up and out
of the trunk. If your vehicle has plastic wheel covers, use the wheel wrench to loosen the plastic
wheel nut caps. Use the wheel wrench to loosen all the wheel nuts. Do not remove them yet. It is
recommended that you do a safety check before preceding. Page 6. Page 9. Remove all of the
wheel nuts. Page Place the compact spare tire on the wheel-mounting surface. If you do, the
nuts might come loose. Your wheel could fall off, causing a serious accident. Reinstall the
wheel nuts with the rounded end of the nuts toward the wheel. If you try to put a wheel cover on
the compact spare, you could damage the cover or the spare. Do not try to put a wheel cover on
your compact spare tire. Page Base Model A. Jack and Wheel Wrench D. Stow Bolt Extension
Rod E. Spare Tire F. Page Uplevel Model A. Foam Support G. Remove the stow bolt extension
rod and sleeve from the jack. Page Compact Spare Tire 6. Place the smaller jack hold-down nut
base models only in a safe place for use when you put the compact spare tire back into the
trunk. Although not always visible, dust and dirt can accumulate on your upholstery. Dirt can
damage carpet, fabric, leather, and plastic surfaces. Page Leather 4. Continue to gently rub the
soiled area until the cleaning cloth remains clean. If the soil is not completely removed, use a
mild soap solution and repeat the cleaning process that was used with plain water. If any of the
soil remains, a commercial fabric cleaner or spot lifter may be necessary. Care of Safety Belts
Keep belts clean and dry. Use a car washing soap. Do not use strong soaps or chemical
detergents. Be sure to rinse the vehicle well, removing all soap residue completely. Approved
cleaning products can be obtained from your dealer. Page Windshield And Wiper Blades
Exterior painted surfaces are subject to aging, weather, and chemical fallout that can take their
toll over a period of years. Windshield and Wiper Blades If the windshield is not clear after using
the windshield washer, or if the wiper blade chatters when running, wax, sap, or other material
may Page Tires Notice: Using chrome polish on aluminum wheels could damage the wheels.
Use chrome polish on chrome wheels only. Use chrome polish only on chrome-plated wheels,
but avoid any painted surface of the wheel, and buff off immediately after application. Bare
metal will corrode quickly and may develop into major repair expense. Minor chips and
scratches can be repaired with touch-up materials available from your dealer. Tar and Road Oil
Removes tar, road oil and Remover asphalt. Chrome Cleaner and Use on chrome or Polish
stainless steel. White Sidewall Tire Removes soil and black Cleaner marks from whitewalls. You
can see it if you look through the windshield from outside your vehicle. Page Headlamp Wiring
Your vehicle has an airbag system. Before attempting to add anything electrical to your vehicle,
see Servicing Your Airbag-Equipped Vehicle on page Headlamp Wiring The headlamp wiring is
protected by fuses. Should your headlamps fail to function, have your headlamp system
checked right away. The panel has three clips. Pull the panel to disconnect the three clips, and
access the fuses. Use the fuse puller to remove fuses. Fuses Usage Fuse Puller Lift off the
cover to check the fuses. Please refer to Recommended Fluids and Lubricants on page for more
information. Engine 2. Page Section 6 Maintenance Schedule Page Maintenance Schedule
Maintenance Schedule Introduction Important: Keep engine oil at the proper level and change
as recommended. Have you purchased the GM Protection Plan? The Plan supplements your
new vehicle warranties. See your Warranty and Owner Assistance booklet or your dealer for
details. Maintenance Requirements Notice: Maintenance intervals, checks, inspections,
replacement parts, and Page Your Vehicle And The Environment Your Vehicle and the
Environment Proper vehicle maintenance not only helps to keep your vehicle in good working
condition, but also helps the environment. All recommended maintenance is important.
Improper vehicle maintenance can even affect the quality of the air we breathe. Page Scheduled
Maintenance If you want to purchase service information, see Service Publications Ordering
Information on page Owner Checks and Services on page tells you what should be checked,
when to check it, and what you can easily do to help keep your vehicle in good condition. Page
If the engine oil life system is ever reset accidentally, you must service your vehicle within 3,
miles 5 km since your last service. Remember to reset the oil life system whenever the oil is
changed. See Engine Oil on page Reset oil life system. See Engine Oil Life System on page An
Emission Control Service. Visually check for any leaks or damage. See footnote j. Service and
Miles Kilometers Inspect fuel system for damage or leaks. Inspect exhaust system for loose or

damaged components. See footnote n. Inspect engine accessory drive belt. See footnote m.
Page e Make sure the safety belt reminder light and all your belts, buckles, latch plates,
retractors, and anchorages are working properly. Replace belt if necessary. Engine Oil Level
Check Check the engine oil level and add the proper oil if necessary. See Engine Oil on page for
further details. Notice: It is important to check your oil regularly and keep it at the proper level. If
the vehicle moves, you or others could be injured. Before you start, be sure you have enough
room around the vehicle. It should be parked on a level surface. You or others could be injured
and property could be damaged. Make sure there is room in front of your vehicle in case it
begins to roll. Dotted line shows routing for vehicles without air conditioning option. Page
Maintenance Record Maintenance Record After the scheduled services are performed, record
the date, odometer reading, who performed the service, and the type of services performed in
the boxes provided. See Maintenance Requirements on page Any additional information from
Owner Checks and Services on page can be added on the following record pages. Sometimes,
however, despite the best intentions of all concerned, misunderstandings can occur. Customer
Assistance Offices Chevrolet encourages customers to call the toll-free number for assistance.
Page Roadside Assistance Program In Canada, call Service available 24 hours a day, days a
year. As the owner of a new Chevrolet vehicle, you are automatically enrolled in the Chevrolet
Roadside Assistance program. This value-added service is intended to provide you with peace
of mind as you drive in the city or travel the open road. Winch-out assistance when the vehicle
is mired in sand, mud, or snow. Page Roadside Assistance. However, any cost for parts and
labor for non-warranty repairs are the responsibility of the driver. Page Courtesy Transportation
, text telephone TTY users, call , Canadian customers call Chevrolet and General Motors of
Canada Limited reserve the right to limit services or reimbursement to an owner or driver when,
in their sole discretion, the claims become excessive in frequency or type of occurrence. Page
Several courtesy transportation options are available to assist in reducing your inconvenience
when warranty repairs are required. Courtesy Transportation is not a part of the New Vehicle
Limited Warranty and is available only at participating dealers. In addition, for U. Your vehicle
uses on-board vehicle computers to monitor emission control components to optimize fuel
economy, to monitor conditions for airbag deployment and, if the vehicle has the Anti-lock
Brake System ABS , Page Recycled original equipment parts may also be used for repair. These
parts are typically removed from vehicles that were total losses in prior accidents. In mo
1994 pontiac sunbird
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st cases, the parts being recycled are from undamaged sections of the vehicle. Read your lease
carefully, as you may be charged at the end of your lease for poor quality repairs. Page
Managing the Vehicle Damage Repair Process In the event that your vehicle requires damage
repairs, GM recommends that you take an active role in its repair. If you have a pre-determined
repair facility of choice, take your vehicle there, or have it towed there. The owner manual will
include the Maintenance Schedule for all models. Page Audio System s cont. Care of Your CDs
Page Care of cont. Your CDs Page Cupholder s Page Easy Entry Seat Page Fog Lamp Light
Page Height Adjuster, Driver Seat Page Light Airbag Readiness Page Manual Seats Page
Parking cont. Passenger Airbag Status Indicator Page Service cont. Engine Soon Light Page
Tires cont. Page Vehicle Control Print page 1 Print document pages. Cancel Delete. Sign In OR.
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